MID CONFERENCE TOURS

Museum

Tour of the museum will expose participants to the five archeological galleries that depicts the evolution of man, their development through time. Additional highlights will include; ethnography, natural history, David Livingstone expedition and life in Africa, and history gallery that will beam the history of Zambia from pre-colonial, colonial to where Zambia is as a people.

Victoria Falls

The botanical tour will cover the transect path intended to explore biodiversity richness, variations and uniqueness. It provides Botanists and nature lovers to appreciate the distinctiveness of biodiversity anchoring the Victoria Falls. It’s a story that will create research enthusiasts to research opportunities for continuous learning and networking.

Katombora forest

The tour to Katombora forest provides an opportunity to learn about Zambia’s ongoing forests landscape restoration efforts. Against the high rate of deforestation the visit provides an ongoing lesson that recovering of some of Zambia’s sensitive forest systems is possible. Co benefits of the conservation and management interventions are also illustrated particularly long term monitoring function as well its mitigation contribution to addressing climate variability and change.